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*IF INCLUDED

*
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Lift the Easel and gently swing out the Angle Adjustment Wire. 
There are 6 openings in the Base that offer differing angles for the 
Easel.  Gently snap the Angle Adjustment Wire in the preferred slot.  
You may need to reach around the Easel and gently press with your 
fingers to snap the wire into the Base's opening. Experiment with 
differing angIes... Have Fun... Enjoy being Ergonomic!!

The Lip Rack attaches to the holes on either side of the 
easel. For small document support, the top two holes are 
ideal. For below desk or keyboard mechanisms attach 
the LipRack to either of the lower two sets of openings in 
the Easel. We encourage you to bring your Memoscape 
Plus to the edge of your desk in order to achieve this 
fantastic ergonomic feature.

To adjust height of "Lip Rack", gently slide up
the "Lip Rack" until it disengages. To re-attach to a 
different position, gently slide downward in another 
hole. We realize the attachment of the “Lip Rack” 
may be snug. It is by design to provide maximum 
stability. You will soon get the hang of this. 

*IF INCLUDED

Gently slide the arm through the hole in the Holder. Note: 
Rib on top Must align with notch in hole of Liberator. Do 
NOT force.
Insert Arm pin into any 4 holes on either side of 
Memoscape Plus. Push pin FIRMLY into selected hole of 
Memoscape Plus. Depending on which side you prefer, 
you might need to repeat step 1 above.
Your Holder has two(2) slots for papers, documents, 
lists, messages, etc. You may easily adjust the Holder 
angle or pivot out the way when not in use.
If you would like a Side Mount Arm and Holder, go to 
www.vu-ryte.com and click on Solutions and then 
click on Accessories. We will take care of you!!!
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Installation Instructions for ALL Versions

&
MemoScape and MemoScape Plus are incredibly practical and 
amazingly adaptable desktop solutions that allow you to take 
notes, support documents, be ergonomic and look good while 
doing it! Its sleek, sophisticated design is the perfect addition to any 
desktop décor and it effectively utilizes the dead space between 
your keyboard and monitor. Once you try it, you’ll be hooked. So go 
ahead... let’s get started!

Let’s begin by removing your MemoScape or MemoScape Plus Base from 
the padded sleeve. Turn it over. Two slide pads (small clear ovals) have 
already been attached to the underneath front of the Base. 1 Your 
MemoScape or MemoScape Plus includes 2 each Micro-Stabilizers which 
have already been attached to the underneath rear end of the Base. They 
are also round in shape and are about the size of a dime.  2  To activate this 
very cool feature, gently remove the clear covering over each one. This 
allows your MemoScape to bond to flat surfaces. It is NOT an adhesive and 
leaves no residue. To reposition your MemoScape, lift it, reposition and 
press down on the base.

Included in your MemoScape or MemoScape 

Plus are multiple colored easel inserts. They 

will slide in the slots on the backside of the 

Easel. Have fun with the look and feel and 

personality of your workstation. Gone are the 

days when a workstation had to be boring and 

drab!! Also, personal photos will fit in these 

slots!!


